
HeelZup  Cloud®

      
Contoured Heel Suspension Cushion

• High resiliency foam provides excellent pressure redistribution, while the top layer of open celled 
Visco Elastic foam cradles the legs in plush comfort.

• 

•
 

•
 

• Top cover materials repel moisture and reduce friction and shear, while the No-Slip bottom material 
helps the cushion to stay neatly in place. No need for constant maintenance and adjustment. 

• 

Manufactured of anti-microbial, hypo-allergenic and latex-free materials.• 
Available in both single patient use and reusable models.• 
Cooler on the ankle, foot and heel than heel boot type products.
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One of the leading challenges for the wound care community is the prevention and treatment of heel 
pressure injuries.  The heels are naturally susceptible to pressure injuries and even the most advanced 
support surfaces often prove to be an ine�ective means of prevention and treatment.  Existing modalities 
of heel pressure injury prevention and treatment have certain drawbacks.  Heel boot style products 
require frequent removal to inspect the skin integrity of the heel, ankle and foot.  Pillows, which slide out 
of place and compress easily are also a high maintenance and unreliable way to elevate the legs and 
o�oad pressure from the heels.  The HeelZup® Cloud Heel Suspension Cushion provides a practical 
and cost e�ective solution this complex problem:

Consistently and reliably elevates the heels a minimum of one inch o� of the mattress surface. 
The bottom layer of the HeelZup® Cloud Cushion is formed with our unique ImmersaFlex™ Contouring 
System.  ImmersaFlex™ is an array of support columns and voids of space that independently adapt to 
the shape and weight distribution of the leg, resulting in a more customized interface.   
Elevates and legs and suspends the heels in both the supine and 30-degree side lying positions for 
people of all sizes.

Covers are embossed with illustrated instructions and contact information on both side panels.  Sta� 
members are always reminded how to properly use and clean the HeelZup® Cloud Cushion.  

•

The HeelZup® Cloud with the
legs elevated and the the heels
suspended and free of pressure.



 Contoured Heel Suspension Cushion

 
Specifications:

Ordering Information:

Warranty: This warranty applies to defects in structure, workmanship and 
materials and only to damages arising from normal hospital usage on a 
non-prorated basis for a period of three (3) years for reusable models from 
the date of purchase. Damage arising from abnormal use such as those 
caused by needle punctures, burns, chemicals, negligent use or improper 
care or cleaning are excluded from coverage. 

Order 
Number

Description Patient Height Patient Weight

CLOUD-XSR HeelZup® Cloud Reusable, X-Small 5'1" and Under ≤300 Pounds

CLOUD-SR HeelZup® Cloud Reusable, Small 5’1” - 5’4” ≤300 Pounds

CLOUD-MR HeelZup® Cloud Reusable, Medium 5’5” - 5’10” ≤300 Pounds

CLOUD-LR HeelZup® Cloud Reusable, Large 5’11” and Taller ≤300 Pounds

Disposable Models

CLOUD-XSD HeelZup® Cloud Solo, X-Small 5’1” and Under ≤300 Pounds

CLOUD-SD HeelZup® Cloud Solo, Small 5’1” - 5’4” ≤300 Pounds

CLOUD-MD HeelZup® Cloud Solo, Medium 5’5” - 5’10” ≤300 Pounds

CLOUD-LD HeelZup® Cloud Solo, Large 5’11” and Taller ≤300 Pounds
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HeelZup® Cloud Disposable:
Manufactured of high-density, anti-microbial,
latex-free foam, which includes the top layer of 
open celled Visco-Elastic foam.  Standard width 
for all sizes is 30”.  Includes nylon ta�eta cover
with envelope style enclosure.  HeelZup® Cloud 
meets the specifications for California Techical 
Bulletin 117-2013.   

HeelZup® Cloud Reusable:
Manufactured of high-density, antimicrobial, latex-
free foam, which includes the top layer of open 
celled Visco-Elastic foam.  Standard width for all 
sizes is 30”.  Includes a four-way stretch 
polyurethane cover with no-slip fabric bottom and
infection control reinforced zipper enclosure.  
HeelZup® Cloud meets the specifications for 
California TechnicalBulletin 117-2013.

The ImmersaFlex® Contouring System is an array of columns and 
voids of space that allow the HeelZup® Cloud Cushion to adapt to 
the shape of the legs, resulting in a more customized interface.

®HeelZup  Cloud




